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EWU applied psych student
Tina Jones counsels sex
of/enders using role-play
therapy at Eastern State
Hospital Read her story on
page3.
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The Uni;,ersity of Missouri at KallSIIS Oty's Adult
Extension Program is offering a course in "Advanced
Gass Cutting, " for which
registrants are urged to pay
$3 and not show up.

Planners to
vote on fate
of r~idents

1

>
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EWU dental hygiene students Cathy Epperson
Spokane Center.

(left)

and Dana Weller br'ush up on their dental work in the library at the

Reid school funding to be ·api>roved
by Chad Hutson
News Editor
Reid Laboratory school has
finally found a source of
funding.
A proposal made Monday by
Eastern Washington University
officials, at the request of the
Cheney School Board, stated that
both Eastern and the school
board will fund Reid school.
''This is after several drafts
were submitted to Gale Marrs
( Cheney School Superintendent)
and we finally agreed upon one

and it must now be approved by
our respective boards," said Bill
Katz, dean of the school of human
learning and development.
The proposal states that Eastern will supply the building, pay
for some teaching positions, and
provide building maintenance.
The Cheney School District will
pay for teaching positions, pay
for books and supplies and envelope Reid School into the Cheney
school system.
Katz stated that Eastern will
save around $100,000 per year if

the proposal is approved .
"We feel that the board of trustees will accept this proposal,
however it still must be approved
and their is room for changes if
the board wants it," said Katz.
Marrs said the Cheney School
Board worked closely with him
on this issue, and he feels they
are ready to approve the proposal.
The EWU Board of Trustees
will view the proposal Feb. 20 and
the Cheney School Board will

CEL opens booth for job opportunities
The Center for

Extended

Leaming (CEL) in cooperation
with' the Office of Student Employtnent will open a permanent
booth in the PUB to inform
st~nts of local, national and
intehuational job and internship
opportunities.
Beginning next Monday, the
booth will be open from 9 a :m. to 2
p.m. daily, and will be located
acrou from the Alley Way Grille.
CEL coordinator Berta Tall said
the booth will have a "high-tech"
appearance with an electronic

reader board listing employment
and internship openings.. The
booth will serve as a referral
service manned by four students
advising students how to go about
applying for the open positions.
Tatt said the goal of the "Students at Work" project is to make
students more aware of job and
internship possibilities that are
overlooked because both the Student Employment Office and the
Center for Extended Learning
-are isolated from the majority of
students.

"It's an awareness thing," said
Tall. "Most students don't even
know where student employment
or the CEL is."
The Student Employment Office in Showalter 310 is responsible for all work-study and parttime employment. The Center for
Extended Learning in Hargreaves 209 coordinates the stu-

dent internship program.
Funding to support the booth
came from a grant received by
the Council for Post Secondary
Education.

review Eastern 's proposal Feb.
26 .
Late last Friday and early
Monday Eastern officials were
attempting to put a stop to
legislation that was being reviewed that day concerning Reid
school.
" The legislation basically called for both Eastern and Cheney
to pay 50 percent each of the cost
for every child attending Reid ,
which amounts to about $2,300
per child," Katz said.
The legislation was withdrawn
Monday afternoon. .
Both sides seemed pleased with
the proposal which took several
drafts before both sides agreed.
"We feel very good about the
proposal, it took some work, but
we now have an agreement and
one that will work," said Marrs .
Reid school, under the new
proposal, will be under the control of the Cheney School District
and will follow it's curriculum .
"There will be no changes as
far as the research and observation are concerned," said Katz .
He mentioned that any new changes to Reid school, like adding
equipment or new methods of
(coadaed on Pllt
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The Che ne Cily Pl anning
Com mission will vote next Monday on a proposal which , if
ap proved , will reduce to three th
number of unmarri d, unrelated
people allowed to li ve in a singlefami ly residenc .
That proposal com
than two month of argum nt
from Cheney r sid nt who conL nd Lhat large grou p of p op!
Ii ing together r duce th value
of surrounding properties b cause of unkept a rds and inad
quate parking facilities.
nder the pr ent ordinanc:
up to fiv unr lated people can
liv together in a sing}e-fam· ly
residence . Besides limiting tha t
number to three, the proposal
a lso limits to four the number of
people allowed to live together in
multi-family complexes.
Included in the proposal is a
permit allowing landlords to rent
to up to five unrelated people ,
provided the property owner
meets certain conditions. Those
conditions include providing offstreet parking for each residen t
over 18 years of age, making sure
lawns are kept watered and
mowed and limiting outside storage so that household articles ,
tools , building materials , nonoperative motor vehicles and
r efuse will not be left out more
than 30 days .
If the commission approves the
amendment at the Feb. 13 meeting , the new ordinance would go
into effect in six months , said
City Planner Tom Richardson .
Those people currently living
with more than three people may
continue to do so until their
current lease expires . But, Richardson added, after six months it
will be unlawful to enter into an
agreement with more than three
people.
At the commission's meeting
last month, the Cheney Planning
Commissioner's expressed the
desire for a proposal which would
put some of the responsibility of
upkeep in the hands of property
owners who rent to large groups .
Richardson says he feels the new
proposal "will take care of everyone's concerns.''
The debate over the number of
residents living under one roof
has been going on since December, and is part of a comprehensive review of the city's zoning
ordinance.
Discussion on the proposal will
be held during the next planning
commission m~ting Monday,
Feb. 13 at 7 p.m . in the Cheney
City Council Chambers .
.,.
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Class will teach students about
security while replacing patrols
by Jess Walter
Associate News Editor

Police Report

Car stereo tltefts
related, say police
University Police have no suspects in the weekend theft of $880
worth of stereo equipment from
two cars, but Sgt. Vertie Brown
thinks the two incidents are
related.
Both can were parked in lot 12,
behind Woodward Field. Dan L.
Bishop of Moses Lake, reported
his car had been broken into

sometime between 11 a.m., Jan.
30 and 10 a.m., Feb. l. He
estimated the stereo's worth at
$630. Kelley J. Green of Cheney,
estimated the value of her stereo
at $250. Her car was broken into
sometime between 2:00 p.m. Jan.
31 and 10:00a.m. Feb. l.
In other campus news last

week:
•A lS-year-old boy was arrested on suspicion of breaking into
video games -in the PtJB game
room Jan. 28 and was later
charged with attempted theft and
possession of burglary tools.
Brown said although the youth
had the same type of tools used in
earlier thefts in which $125 was
taken, be doesn't know if the
offenses are related.
•A Dryden Hall staff assistant
reported that someone had
spread human feces on a t.oilet set
in a J;)ryden Hall men's _athroom, iJan. 29. Earlier in the
quarter, feces had been spread on
a door liandle, toilet flush handle
and walls of the bathroom
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We deliver anywhere on Campus
February 13
order at Kingston 329 or 359-2790
by February 12, 3:00 p.m.
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LUNCHEON MENU

Students involved in a new
University Law Enforcement and
Security class will temporarily
take the place of student patrolmen that were not rehired last
fall because of budget cuts.
"I think we have a moral
obligation to provide this service," Criminal Justice Professor Robert Morgenstern said
Monday. Morgenstern will teach
the class this · spring along with
University Police Chief Barney
lssel and Sgt. Vertie Brown. He
expects 20 to 25 people to take
part in the five-credit class,
which will include lecture and
field experience and will be
taught on a voluntary basis.
lssel says about $70,000 was
removed by the university from
the police budget this year. Over
half of that money was taken
from the student patrol program,
which last year empl_oyed an
average of 65 people. He expects
no relief in next year's budget.
Both Issel and Morgenstern are
concerned that it will take an
incident like the rapes at WSU to
prompt a re-instatement of the
student patrols.
"That's closing the barn
after the horses have gone," said
Issel. "We need a continuing
commitment to security.''
Six work-study students currently work as patrolmen, yet
none of them works past 11 p.m.

door

Police Sgt. Vertie Brown is
anxious to get the new program
underway and anticipates n<~ problems .with the new patrolm~n.
"(Although) we've had a lot of
really good student employees,
criminal justice students might
be more motivated," he said.
"This is their chosen field .."
Associate Student Cour,cilman
Bryan Collins doesn't think that
the University Law Enforcement
and Security class will adequately replace the student patrols but
adds, "anything is better than
what we've got." Earli~r in the
year, Collins tried to organize
voluntary patrols, but found a
lack of interest. He points to
Western Washington University,
which has a campus population
similar to EWU's, as an example
of a good student patrol program.
WWU has 70 student patrolmen
· and 10 full-time police officers.
EWU had six student patrolmen
and six full-time officers.
In the long run, says Issel, the
student patrol program will need
to be funded again. He points to
several recent lawsuits against
universities for "not meeting the
duty to provide a safe environment," as proof that student
patrols are needed.

While lssel says they are good
employees, they are too few to
meet the security needs of the
university.
Morgenstern says that, depending on the interest, he would like
to offer the class at least one
quarter each year. So that all of
the students are not working
during one quarter, he hopes to
let them complete the field portion after the class has finished.
Still, he adds, there will be fewer
students working during the
quarters it isn't offered.
Students in the new class will
be expected to work about 100
hours as patrolmen, although
Morgenstern says this is not a
rigid rule. This will include general patrol, crowd control at
special events, traffic direction
and escorting students. The students will be evaluated on their
performance as patrolmen, but
the class will be a pass/fail
situation.
While Morgenstern says criminal justice majors will make up
much of the class, because it will
be an elective for them, it is open
to, everyone. He says the class
will be beneficial to dormitory
resident advisers, among others,
and that there will' also be training in crowd control. There are no
prerequisites.
lssel says ~ t the loss of the
student patrols has meant an
increase in thefts. "Our main
emphasis has been on students,
student patrols," he said.

Morgenstern agrees, adding,
"I hope the administration will
pay attention to the security
needs of the university. We'll
train them, but 59mebody's going
to have to pay them."

Middlemen bave potential to elog
up AS ln1dget floW, says ·,WSL
by Chris LeBlanc
Associate Editor

The Washington Student Lobby
is seeking to eliminate college
administrators as middlemen in
the associated student budgeting
process. In 1984-85, Eastern's AS
budget contained $806,000.
House Bill 614, services and
activities fees committee bill,
would allow student governments
to bypass submitting AS budget
proposals to the university's administration. Instead, proposal~
would be submitted directly to
the board of trustees (regents),
said AS President Pat Davidson.
As an AS president, Davidson is
an executive member of the WSL.
"The bill, if passed, might
circumvent prospective conflicts
between university administrations and student governments,"
said Davidson in a letter, dated.
Jan. 30, to Sen. Marcus Gaspard,
Chair of the Washington State
Senate Education Committee.
Davidson went on to point out
that the potential for conflict
between student government and
administration at EWU was

"great."
"More than once; the aggressive actions of the university's
administration have conflicted
with the intended use of student
funds. The most recent example
of this was an incident in 1982 in
which Eastern's administration,
in order to purchase property in
Spokane, attempted to divert
funds collected by students specifically designated for the expansion of our student union building," Davidson said.
In urging passage of House Bill
fH4 . n~vidson exoressed a fear of
future attempts by Eastern 's
administration to seize student
funds.
"With a budget crunch being
felt from all sides ... the desired
goals and objectives of future
student governments may be
compromised by the policies of
our administration," concluded
Davidson.
In a later interview, Davidson
explained Eastern's current
policy and why the changes have
been proposed.
AS budget proposals spawn

from the services and activities
fees committee, consisting of a
student majority and representatives of the university budget and
finance office. Generally, committee members are the AS
president, executive vice president and Bill Shaw, Director of
Financial Services, said Davidson.
The S and A fee committee
submits its proposal to the student council and, if approved, it is
in turn submitted to the university administration. If the administration disapproves the
budget, they make the desired
changes and submit the proposal
to the board of trustees, Davidson
explained. The BOT is obligated
to address differences between
the students' and administration's versions of the budget, said
Davidson.
Although the administration
has never changed the budget,
Davidson said the potential is
great.
"For instance, if the student
council were to pass a budget this
year with any less . than 42.3
percent S and A fees channeled to
the athletic budget, the administration would certainly change
that." In the opposite case,
should the students contribute
more than 42.3 percent to athletics, "the administration undoubtedly would not interfere
with that budget," suggested
Davidson, although, "there is no
assurance the board (of trustees)
wouldn't (make changes as
recommended by the administration)."
There is no consensus among
the AS executive officers to submit such a budget, Davidson said.
The bill goes befor~ hearing in
the State Senate on Friday, said
Davidson .

Served from 11:00 a.m.-1:30 p.m.

Thurs., Feb. 6

Navy Bean Soup, Tacos, Turkey Tetrazzini, Deli Bar,
White/Wheat Bread, Choco. Chip Cookies

°Fri., Feb. 7

Boston Clam Chowder, Fishwich, Spanish Rice, Deli

235-4420

Bar, White/Wheat Bread, Brown Sugar Cookies
Sat., Feb._8

BRUNCH

Sun., Feb. 9

BRUNCH

Mon., Feb. JO

Beef Noodle Soup, Cheeseburger Pie, Hamburgers/Pries,
Deli Bar, Wnite/Whcat Bre11d. Btrsctch Chip Cookies

Tues., Feb. I I

Split Pea Soup, H9t Dop/P. Chips, Turkey Pot Pie,
Deli Bar, White/Orange Bread, Rice Krispy Squares

Wed., Feb. 12

Vegetable Beef Soup, Subm11rine Sandwich, Tuna
Noodle Caaerole, Deli Bar, White/Wheat Bread, Ginger

creams ·

PAJAMA PARTY!!

WE ARE LOOKING FOR THE MOST ORIGINAL PJs
1st PRIZE $25
FOR GUYS AND GALS
2nd PRIZE $5
FOR GUYS AND GALS
3rd PRIZES
WILLOW MUGS!

We feature the Deluxe Hamburger
& Fries for $1.95! ! Seer• tfiere
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EWU student gains insights·about sex offenders
by John Swenson
Easterner Staff

"I really wanted to know why
men molested and raped,'· says
39-year-old Tina Jones. "I wanted
some background on it. I wasn't
getting the answers in the classroom."
So each week Jones, a senior at
EWU, spends time working with
convicted sex offenders. •~1 learn
something new each time I go
out,'' she says of the time she
spends on a locked mental ward
at Eastern State Hospital (ESH)
in Medical Lake.
An undergraduate student in
applied psychology, Jones began
her volunteer work with sex
offenders six months ago as one
of several options available to
fulfill an "experimental learning" requirement for her degree.

Interviews

Banks,FBI
looking -for
employees
Several companies will have
representatives on campus and
at the Spokane Center during
Fe~ruary and March to interview
1~ Eastern graduates for future
positions with their companies.
On Feb. 12, representatives
from the Westinghouse Hanford
Company will be on campus
interviewing for business trainee
positions, said Skip Amsden, Director of the Career Planning and
Placement Office .
Applicants for the trainee positions must be accounting or
finance majors , and a background in computer science will
be helpful , Amsden added.
Resumes are requested prior to
the campus interview. Interested
students may submit a resume
and sign up in the Career Planning and Placement Office in
SHW310.
There will also be several
companies conducting evening
group information sessions at the
EWU Spokane Center throughout
February and March. Scheduled
to hold sessions are Seafirst
National Bank on F.eb. 12, 5 to 6
p.m. in room 416; Federal Bureau of Investigation, Feb. 25, 5 to
6 p.m. in room B-11; International Playtex, March 6, 5 to 6 p.m.,
room B-11 .
For additional information regarding interviews, contact the
Career Planning and Placement
Office at 359-2221.

her task in working with the sex
to begin graduate work in school
offenders is to role play with the
psychology next fall, went
men during group sessions.
through an elaborate screening
process of interviews and person"It's kind of hard describing
al references to gain access to the
role play, because you just have
sex offenders program. "They
to get in there and do it," said
Jones, a petite woman with a
just wanted to make sure that I
was the right one to be in the
ready smile or a laugh. "I try to
program. I think they also wantdiscuss a lot about their feelings .
ed me to feel secure in their
That's what I like to bring out, is
environment." She was the only
their feelings of what they've
done, how they think it affects the
volunteer working in the provictim, the victim's family and
gram-and one of the few women
their own immediate family.''
that worked on the ward-until
the recent admission of another
She meets with the same group
female -EWU student to the proof 10 men each week; nine of
gram.
them are convicted child molesJones' supervisor at ESH now
ters . All must spend at least two
years in the sex offender prolets her run the two-hour-long
sessions by herself, following his
gram at ESH, confined in the
ward, and must progress through
approval of the specific role play
a series of program steps to gain
situations to be used. The role
eventual release. Their ages
play proposals are drawn up by
the offenders themselves, and
range from 19 to 60, and many
Jones discusses them with repreremain married during their consentatives from the group prior to
finement. The men are there by
the session.
choice over jail or prison-and
"I would like to see them get
some do choose these over treatmore creative in the roles that
ment.
they give me, because usually
"It upsets me when I hear that
I'm stuck playing the wife. One
one of them would rather go to
time
they let me play myself, and
jail than work on themselves in
I really enjoyed that," said
the program," said Jones, who
Jones.
works as a hairstylist in addition
"After the role play, we have
to attending classes and working
.;ith the sex offenders. "Going to · group discussion. The whole
group discusses and asks pointed
jail or prison is easier for a lot of
questions of the person who's
them. They don't have to take a
role-playing with me. The goal is
look at what they've done to other
people. It's easier to just want to
to not be easy on them at all .''
The sessions are often videoblock that out. They won't learn
anything by just going to jail.
taped for viewing by the offenders.
They'll get out and do the same
" They (the offenders) are used
thing over again."
Jones, who has tentative plans_ to blocking out their deviant

· behavior from their minds," she
explained. "They have a hard
time when they first come in
trying to identify their own feel ings. They have to learn how to
feel again for someone else, and
feel for themselves too."
She said that most of the
offenders she works with were
molested themselves as children,
and "have not learned how to
deal with stress while growing
up. Somehow they've missed out
on how to deal with stress in an
appropriate fashion. So when
they're really stressed, they'll go
out and molest or rape. The
stress can be brought on by
marital problems, money problems, just every day type of
stress. They gain a lot of pleasure
out of molestation."
"Some of them feel rejected by
women, by their wives. A lot of
them have the idea that women
are superior. A child won't reject
them. Usually they choose someone that already knows and loves
them, that will not say no to
them . They feel loved by choosing someone that they love. Usually children will not stand up to
an adult whom they trust."
The members of the group are
always very happy to see her
when she arrives at the sessions,
said Jones. "They;re real accepting of me and are always
very
. courteous. We get along
I
really well . It amazes me that I
don't feel any hostility towards
the men on the ward . I don't know
why I don't. " About 60 sex
offenders, all male, live on the
ward where Jones holds her role
play sessions.
Most of the offenders "are very
insecure and manipulative. They
don't feel good about themselves ," said Jones . " Some of the
men , when they come into the
program , will make very little

eye contact and speak very softly, so I can barely hear them."
Although Jones works weekly
with men who have raped women
or molested children, she says
she is not frightened by her
contact with them. " No, I worry
more when I'm going out by
myself into Spokane at night than
I do when I'm out there (at
ESH) .' '
"It's always in the back of my
head when I'm out to take precautions against being attacked.
When I'm alone, when it's dark,
when I'm getting into my car at
the grocery store," Jones said,
adding that those fears have
nothing to do with her experiences at ESH, but rather the fact
that "I've known quite a few
women that have been raped."
What about responses from
Jones' family and friends to her
working with sexual psychopaths? "I get bad reactions from
males. They tell me things like,
'They (sex offenders) should all
be hung .' But not from females,
of course a lot of them (Jones'
female friends) are in psych
(psychology majors ) too," she
said.
Jones asked some of the offenders in the group if there was
anything they wanted the public
or the students · t EWU to know
about them. •· _.,ey said to let
them (the readers ) know that
they're people like everybody
else, but with one major problem. "
"They're not crazy, they're
intelligent, they're from all walks
of life. Because, in a lot of
respects , people still think that
rapists and molesters , especially
rapists , are hiding and lurking
behind bushes wai ti ng to grab
somebody in the dark. That's not
the case. They look like anybody
else walking down the street."
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Do You Want VISA & MasterCard Credit Cards?
Now you can have two of the most recognized and
accepted credit cards In the \\Orld ...Vlsa® and MasterCard®
credit cards ... "ln your name." EVEN IF YOU ARE NEW IN
CREDIT or HAVE BEEN 1URNED DOWN BEFORE!

;

*
*
VCR RENTAL - $3.99
*
MON.-FRI.
*
*
*
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CREDITGET1'E-R..I}OX.291584. DAVIE..,fj. 3,'.l-1'lG

I

I want VISA®/MASTERCARD® Credit

I
I

VISA® and MasterCard® the credit cards you I
deserve and need for- ID-BOOKS-DEPARTMENT I
STORES-TUITION-ENTERTAINM ENfEMERGENCY CASH-TICKETS-RESTAURANI'SHOTELS-MOTELS-GAS-CAR RENfALSREPAIRS-AND TO BUILD YOUR CREDIT RATING!

Cards. Enclosed find $15 which is 100% refundable if not
approved immediately.

NAME

I
ADD.RESS
1
STATE _ ZIP - - I CfIY
I
_ _ ____ S.S.#
This is the credit card information kit students
1 PHONE
have been reading about In publications from
coast to coast and includes SPECIAL I SIGNATURE
STUDENT APPLICATIONS for MasterCard® and I NOTE: MasteICard Is a registered trademarl< of Ma5terCard lntemat1onaJ. 1n .
Visa® as well as other national charge cards. I
visa ts a registered trademarl< of VISA USA Inc. and VISA lntemaUonal
Appro,•,u absolutely guaranteed so I
Servtoes Association. The above referral ag t ls not affillatecf wtth
MAIL THIS NO RISK COUPON TODAY

I

I

MastezOlrd International. Inc . or VISA U.SA. Inc.

I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
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editorial
Planners praised
for zone proposal
Cheney city planners Tom Richardson and Tim Lawhead did both
Eastern students and Cheney residents a favor with the proposal
they developed for Cheney's new :zoning ordinance.
By reducing from five to three the number of unrelated people
allowed to live together in a single-family household, the proposal
should appease disgruntled residents who feel students are more
interested in doing homework than yardwork, thus reducing the
value of surrounding property.
But, by allowing landlords to seek a permit to rent to up to five
people, under the condition the yard is kept up and adequate
parking is provided, the proposal should appeal to students and
property owners.
·
It would have been easy to simplv overlook the predicament of
financially-strapped students and give in to the demands of the
more vocal and well-established Ch~ney residents. The compromis~
struck by the two planners gives college students the opportunity to
prove that they can indeed live with as many as four roommates
without causing total destruction of their neighborhood. And in the
case they don't live up to their responsibilities, neighbors can be
reassured by the fact that valid complaints against large-group
homes will be answered by the city.

Ed Department 'attacked'by Chris Derrick

The most important aspect of the proposal is that it puts the final
Easterner Staff
responsibility where it rightfully belongs--with the landlords. If too
Down on my knees, lights extinguished, I
many complaints are registered, the landlords will face the
concentrated on steadying my hand. Two months
possibility of having their permit revoked, thus reducing the
short of student teaching, one-half year away
rentability of their property.
.
.
from gainful employment, with 15 years of
Cheney is a college town, and there are pros and cons to bemg
schooling completed, I was sketching a bunny.
such. There will continue to be conflicts of interest between those ··
Lest you scoff, be aware that dozens of other
who don't want to put up with the consequences of having a large
prospective teachers had preceded or would
number of college-age students around.
follow me in tracing the same annoying rabbit,
A viable proposal has been drawn up, and now it's up to the
for Education 420 mandates that certification
planning commission to - determine whether the new zoning
seekers know projector reduction. To enumerate
ordinance
be adopted. If the commission wants to affirm their
the other audio-visual tasks required by Educasupport ~f, ~he ~oll~g~_c_o mip~~ity_, they sho_u ld a~prove the zoning
tion 420 and the wasted time and money spent to
propos·ar at their meetmg next Monday,
complete 'such tasks would not serve my point.
And if Eastern students want to prove · ·they · deserve the
No, 1'that may suggest my intention to assail
consideration given them in the new proposal, they will make an
Education 420. (Oh, perish the thought!) My ·
effort to mow the lawn, take out the garbage, keep the noise down
intent is to instead attack the entire Education
and prove that college students can be ~ood neighbors too.
Department.
"Attack" is a misleading, brutal word. Allow
me to substitute the phrase "offer constructive
suggestions," for often I have been reminded
that Eastern Washington University's Education
Department is number one in the state, meaning
either that somebody is doing something right or
I've been hoodwinked by a misleading slogan.
Generous person that I am, I'll congratulate
EWU's
Education Department on whatever it is
When John Charlton set out on a sledding trip with friends and
they
do
well and drop a few hints on how they can
family on New Year's Eve, he didn't plan on starting out the new
improve.
Let me preface my helpful tips by
year in a hospital bed wiU1 severe head injuries that would leave
mentioning my belief that a new work should be
him disabled for more than a month.
added
to our Funk and Wagnall's. The word is
Sledding down a hill near Salnave School, the inner tube Charlton
-•
''eddept,''
a verb formed by shoving together the
was riding collided with a tractor waiting below to pull _the sledders
Education
Department's abbreviated name.
back to the top of the hill.
Loosely
translated,
it means "inflicting unwarCharlton, the 31-year-old son of bookstore ma_nager J~nne
ranted frustration." For inspiration, I talked to
Charlton, spent the next week in Deaconess Hospital. He_ didn 1 t
fell
ow teacher trainees to discover how they
recognize his wife, Lauri, for the first three days, and still only
have
been eddepted.
remembers two days of the hospital stay.
While at the hospital, doctors diagnosed Charlt~n with a sev~re
Much of the content in education classes is
head concussion and a ruptured left eardrum which was causmg
abstract, with the prevailing opinion being that a
him to lose spinal fluid out of his ear.
·
teacher can deal with students as subjects who
After his week-long hospital stay, the independent trucker was
will respond to methods. Education students
discharged with instructions not to return to work for at least a
mentioned to me their discouragement over the
month.
ideas taught at EWU that to know reinforcement
It's been more than a month since the accident, but Lauri
or motivational methods, for example, will
Charlton says her husband still suffers dizzy spells and fluid is still
enhance teaching. It is never acknowledged that
discharging from his ear. The left side of his face is paralyzed and,
ce.-tain people naturally have a rapport with
although there is freight waiting to be shipped, Lauri says it will still
others while certain people don't. Putting fancy
be awhile before her husband can return to work.
terms on the actions of good communicators is
Probably the only thing worse than the sledding accident is the
erroneous; they have an innate knack. Sorry,
fact that the Charlton family doesn't carry any insurance to cover
Charlie. You either have it or yoo don't, and
the accident or the days of work missed by Charlton.
learning strategies won't give it to you. The truth
Lauri Charlton says they are going to take out an insurance policy '· is, if you are boring and unskilled in common
as soon as they can afford it. But in the meantime, they are facing
conversation, you will not be a successful
close to $5,000 in hospital bills, and are trying ~ make ends ·m eet
teacher, even if you can list the three kinds of
until the father of three is able to get back on the Job.
reinforcement on a test.
Members of Cheney's Chamber of Commerce and some E~stern
faculty are helping the Charlton family by holding a crab dinner
fund raiser Feb. 22 at Cheney City Hall. The ticket price of $10 per
person may seem like a lot to students wondering how to pay the
rent next month, but a -crab dinner would sure beat a burger and
fries froin the PUB, and the.donation will·go to a good cause. 1 •
If there is good that cc;,mes fromtragedy,:many times Ws finding
out that you have friends, and sometimes people you don't even
know who are willing to help out in a crisis. Eastern faculty and
stude~ts ought to purchase a ticket to the fund raiser from a
member of the Cheney Chamber of C~mmerce, anq take this
opportunity to help the Charlton family get through their present
difficulty.

will

Fund-raiser worthy

... .
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So, no more eddepting students with theoretical techniques, Ed. Dept., and please get down to
the business of exchanging ideas in education
classes to see whether students can communicate or not. I watched a week's worth of films
with pecking chickens revealing how reinforcement works and I want that part of my. tuition
redeemed.
Another eddeption is commited with the
countless documents education students have to
fill out. Why is this mountain of paperwork so
vital? I went to register a complaint about it at
Martin Hall, but was asked first to inscribe my
gripe in triplicate. All right, that's an exaggeration, but please tone it down, gang. Be honest.and
admit the form bit is overdone.
One young lady was eddepted when she took a
requisite skills test and was. informed after that
it didn't meet the state's requirements. Several
people told me that aski~g three different
members of the Education Department the same
question was like positioning three blind people
around a pachyderm and asking them to
describe the beast's physical characteristics. I
will never forget the day I was sent to take a
"necessary math clearance test," only to arrive
at the testing center to find that my math SAT
scores would suffice. (The woman who heads the
testing center, by the way, is a saint). This solid
piece of advice came from the top, folks, which
makes me wonder whos's running the store.
I've been told that the eddepters are notorious
for not having things completed at the specified
time, which from my experience is true too
often. Education students, however, are no
angels at promptly turning in assignments, so
I'll let the objects of my wrath off on this one.
A veteran teacher told me that doctors and
lawyers learn the skills for their profession in
college, but teachers only fi~d out once they have
taught for some time. Beyond student teaching,
he maintains, education classes are a joke. EWU
does have Education 340, classroom experience,
before student teaching, but in my case it was a
nightmare. Having studied to teach high school
English with my strengths in literature and
writing, I was sent to a junior high school and
taught grammer. Eddepted for 12 weeks.
Maybe I'm sour over the whole process, bitter
to be near the end and finding myseU drawing
bunnies. Maybe the people I talked to were
having a disastrous day when we spoke. Maybe
EWU's Education Department is numero uno
and unfairly maligned. Yes, that must be it.
At least that's what I'll maintain when I go for
my admissions interview. Once eddepted, you
become adept at adapting.
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Commentary from Chris LeBlanc

More than great basketball
needed to entertain adults
Basketball been bery bery good
to Eastern. This year.
Now it's time for Eastern to be
good back to its basketball program. Specifically, the men's
program. Although not wishing to
detract from the success of this
year's women's team, men's basketball is the real crowd pleaser
and focal point of collegiate
basketball.
Coach Joe Folda, in his first
year as head coach, after taking
the reigns from Jerry Krause,
who was ousted last year after
mustering only a 4-22 and 12-15
record during Eastern 's first two
years as a NCAA Division I
independent, has taken the
Eagles to a 15-7 record with six
games left in the season.
Folda and his players have
provided exciting basketbaJJ and
a winning record, components.
needed to catapult a once feeble
program into a major attraction.

Big Sky Conference would surely
help to attract the general public
to games, Eastern needs to work
with what they have: an NCAA
Division 1 independent team .
Individual performances from
players like Roosevelt Brown,
who prior to an injury in the
Whitworth game, had consecutively scored in the double digits
for 34 games; John Randa, who
pulled down a career-high 18
rebounds against Idaho State;
and Leroy Dean, who has, on
more than one occasion, shown
himself to be "cool in the clutch,"
putting home game-winning free

·The only way to
pick up a following
of non-student fans is
to provide them with
entertainment • • •
Eastern's program
could take a leuon
from WSU.

program could take a lesson from

wsu.

I would suggest two preliminary minor changes that will
not cost a dime.
First, something has to be done
about the annoying game announcer who excitedly screams a
perverse, elongated pronounciation of the scorer's name on
each and every Eagle basket.

It is the classic case of the boy
who cried wolf. If you scream
excitedly about every routine
basket, when the extraordinary
play does occur, it completely
ruins the effect and, as stated
before, it becomes extremely
annoying.
The announcer should try
keeping his ·mouth shut until the
play that warrants a scream. The
fans can all see the back of a
player's jersey if they want to
know his name.

throws with only a few seconds
left. These are feats that gain the
media attention EWU has been
crying for.

The other point, and if I'm not
able to put it mildly epough, let
me say that I reaJJy appreciate
the high-spirited studtnts that
make up the cheer squad. But,
why not throw out the silJy
chants, such as "Beat Whitworth," and do some other type

Even during blowout games,
such as that against Whitworth,
fans stay until the end, waiting
for the slam-dunking antics of
Nate Perkins, Dexter Griffin and
oth~rs that will surely ensue.

routines ... to music! There is a
band at every game, why not use
it to your advantage. Remember,
you're not there to make the
freshmen feel like they're at
home in high school. This is

Although most spectators are
students, Eastern has home
games on its schedule that attract the general public from
Cheney and Spokane, such as

Now, you may ask what is in
need of improvement, certainly
not this writer's opinion of the
team.

colJege basketbalJ and ~t- is designed to be a money-making
sport, or at least to strive for it.
Try to direct your entertainment
to a more adult level.

Gonzaga and U.S. International,
who boasts the second leading
college scorer in the nation, Joe
Yezbak.
Although membership in the

The only way to pick up a
following of non-student fans is to
provide them with entertainment , even when the team is not
on the floor . In this , Eastern's

I am confident that Folda and
the players will continue to do
their part, why not fit the rest of
the program around their
success?

Gam·e attendance has averaged 804, compared.to 620 last year.
This year, attendance has picked
up about 40 percent over the last
two months, according to Ron
Sperber, HPEA complex program director.
The best turnout of the year
was 1,462, on Saturday, Feb. 1
during the Whitworth game.
There have been two other games
this season with a better than
1,300 crowd.
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Walter's
Words
by Jess Walter
Associate News Editor
Letters, letters, letters. Please
address all letters to "Jess Walter c/o The Easterner, Hargreaves Basement EWU, Cheney, Wa. 99004." All letters, gifts,

payola, bribes, etc .. become property of me.
Dear Jess,
I'm a freshman here and would
like to know what that silly red
and white water tower on the
other side of Morrison Hall is for .
Jane Hideltmoyer
Dear Jane,
It's a big phallic symbol set up
by the psychology department to
determine how col~ge students
are subliminally effected by big
phallic symbols set up by the
psychology department.

Dear Jess,
What is with the Alleyway
Grille? Why do they put an "e" on ·
the end of Grill? And why does
the food taste the same after au
that remodeling? And why do
they have a neon sign-now?
AlBrownne
Dear Al,
Grille, with an "e," stands for
"Gnase Rolled Into Little Lard
Emulsold1." Have you ever tried

to remodel food, Al? The new sign
is for that "Miami Vice" __look,
which replaces the old "Dating
Game" look.

DearWaltr,
I'm graduated from Estern
Wash. U. with serval degres. But
I cat find a emploiment. anywere. Wy?
Eric Hufagle
Dear Eric,

We all have our calling. I, for
instance, am good at sipping beer
through a tire pump while dancing to banjo polkas. You Eric,
and this is just a hunch, should be
a congressman.

Dear Jess,
What goes on at the Higher Ed.
Center? I've heard they do anatomy experiments on low-income
students there.
Edna Whicklemeyer
Dear Edna,
Don't be stupid. The Spokane
Center is a serious learning facility, and besides, they pay '8 more
than the plasma center does.
Dear Jess,
This is positively the last time
we pay your bail. You are a lousy,
no-good, unappreciative son.
Next time we'll let you rot in jail
P.S. Your laundry is done.
Love, Mom and Dad.

Editor position available
The EasternerJs seeking applicants for the position of editor to
serve for the remainder of the
1985-86 school year. The new
editor wiJJ be selec;ted by the

student publications commission
during the first week of March.
Applicants must have newspaper-related experience, preferably participation in the journalism courses offered at the Spokane Center or previous work on a
university or weekly publication.
Duties of the editor include
writing, handling The Easterner
budget and managing the newspaper staff. The position is a paid
one and up to five credits can be

earned.
Applications can be obtained in
the Associated Student Office on
the third floor of the PUB.
Deadline for applications is Feb.
28. Applications should be sent

through campus mail or delivered to: Easterner Applications,
cl o Grace Callahan, PUB Third
Floor.
The position of photo editor for
the remainder of the school year
is also currently vacant.
For further information regarding the vacant positions,
contact The Easterner office at
359-6270 or from Spokane, 4586270.

Outspoken lesbian endures· harassment
by Jennifer Duff
Special to the Easterner

It wasn't much of a beating as Trish Bronaugh
describes it: "No broken bones. I still had all my teeth and
I wasn't puking from the pain." But Trish isn't known for
passive resistance; in fact, one member of Eastern
Washington University's Gay and Lesbian Student
Alliance affectionately calls her •'Gay Rambo.''
This wasn't the •first time Bronaugh had been attacked
physicaJJy as well as verbally for being a lesbian. Texas,
during the late 19505 and 19605, was a tough training
ground for a woman who insisted on openly declaring that
she was a lesbian. The lint time she said this she was 10

yeanold.
"I was born a dyke," says. Bronaup, her penetrating
blue eyes cbaJJencina, seellina a reaction. '11181 announcement still mall• some .,..,._ uncomfortable, but when
bomaanullity wu still believed to be • mental illneu, ii
eoulct buy you a one-way ticket into a mental bolpital.
Bronauah knows,- when she wu· 17, family members
committed her. She atiD recalls that she wu "catatonic
·from all the lhocll treatments. II Society exacts • dear
price·from thole who deviate from the .. norm" and so
Bronauah says the moat recent attack came u no
aurprile.
Bronaup, 41, wu leavina the EWtJ·campus on Dec. 13
when lbe dllcovencl her ear wouldn~t start. & she waited
for auiltance, she noticed her ar's battery on the
ground. She
out ol the ear, and u 1he replaeed the

aot

attacked from behind by three males.
Branaup aaya
of ti.. three men knew her
name; crudeeommenta_. . .' ..r _
,,kicM~-11"1-~ t·ber
•••• ••• battery, she
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rev.ea led that they were aware of her sexual preference.
Bronaugh was unable to identify her attackers . No
arrests have been made and the incident is under
investigation by both Cheney police and EWU campus
security. ·
One day before the assault, the Gay and Lesbian
Student Alliance office in Monroe Hall on EWU campus
was broken into, vandalized and burglarized. Files were
stolen, two ·radios and a telephone were taken, and the
floor and walls covered with urine, dog feces, and anti-gay
statements like "queers cause AIDS." .
AIDS has dragged hommexua)· prejudice out of the
closet. Som.e people Clike the Rev. Jerry Falwell> consider
AIDS "God's revenge" on- homosexuals. Shannon Meagher, co-chair of GLSA aalla, "So is ~ e r ' s disease
God's revenge on old people? Whatever UM reasoning
behind the assault and the vandalism, Mealher says, "No
one can tolente that kind of behavior. Who will'be next?
The blacks?"
Bronau&b says the poaitive reaction from students and
professors since'l'be Ell1teraer published an article about
the incidents surpriHd her. She didn't expect support, but
both the Greater s.,..ne Gay Leadership Coalition and
the Spokane Chapter of the National Orpniution for
Women ,NOW> demanded assurance of safety for pya
and l•bians on the EWU campus.
· A letter to Dr. H. Geora• Frederickson, pneidenl of
EWU. from NOW CSpollane Chapter) expressed concem
·
about thele "two violent acts of prejudice, descrimination
and harraument on campus." NOW urged Frederickson
to submit a statement to n. Easterner strongly
. -· :·~ ~nlila·~•any ·,tm_i~afr, iUaclla ·on campus-orpniza-

tions or students based on sexual orientation, gender or
nationality." NOW has received no response from
Frederickson, according to Leanne Blood , president of the
Spokane Chapter.
Blood said, "We were distressed at the delay in
reporting it to the paper." ~pokesman Review published
the story on Dec. 25--12 days after the assault and
vandalism occurred.- Blood said that there was concern .
that the incidents Iwould be kept quiet.
While the ga:y population in the Spokane area is
becoming, more visible and active, Bronaugh describes
the dominating community attitude as "conservative ...
knee-jer.k teactionaries. ' ! She plaM to live in Spokane as
short a time as possible, but says, "Let's face it. If I'd
· gone to a different university .with a lot of gay support, it
.- would have · been a lot easier-but what would I be
learning? This is a training time."
Bronaugh says barrassment of gays continues. On
campus a few days ago, some youn1 men yelled "faggot"
at Bronaugh and her friend. She sees a need for gay
education, particularly in word use. ·
Bronaugh displays a mixture of gentleneu and
defiann. Sitting in GLSA office, surrounded by btr py
"family,'' she's relaxed, lauabing, and always outspoken.
When she said that nearly every bone in her body had been
broken at one time or another. one of the G-1.SA members
asked her if she was a "glutton for punishment." She
replied. "I'm not fond of being broken up .. . l just keep
comina back. Those bastards can't keep me down."
Bronaugh's life hasn't been easy, but as she puts it:
.. '"11m not down here to be an ordinary ~1n."
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EWU symphony
announces show
by Arlene Mitchell
Easterner Staff

Schubert's "Unfinished " Symphony, Beethoven 's " Triple Concerto ," and the premiere of the
fanfare " To Those Who Try" will
highlight the Eastern Washington
University Symphony Orchestra
concer t on Thursda y, F eb. 6, at
8 : 00 p.m . in the Music Building
Rec ital Ha ll.
Admiss ion is $2 for genera l
publi c and free fo r EWU students
wi th identification . Tickets ma y
be purc ha sed the evening of the
per fo rmance.
Conducted by Stefan Kozinski ,
the concer t will open with the
fanfare " To Those Who Try ,"
composed in January 1986 for the
EWU Symphony Orchestra brass
and percussion by Patrick M.
Alber t, a member of the orchestra . The work commemorates
and celebr ates those who struggle to reach for and find their
unique talent. The concert will
continue wi th " Overture to the
Opera OBERON " by C.. M. von
Weber .
Next will be the " Unfinished"
Symphony by Shubert. Concluding the concert is Beethoven 's
" Triple Concerto for Piano, Violin , Violoncello, and Orchestra"
featuring faculty guest soJoists

David Rostoski , Kelly Farris,
and Achilles Balabanis.
Currently a private instructor
of piano, Rostoski has been performing throughout the northwest since 1960, both as soloist
and duo pianist. In 1979 and again
in 1981 , Rostoski was invited to
lecture and concertize in Poland ,
wher e he performed at Chopin 's
birthplace and was a featured
soloist on P oli sh Nationa l Radio .
F a rri s, violini s t a nd pri va te
violin instructor a t E WU, has
been the concer tmaster of the
Spoka ne Symphony since 1969.
He has been a member of the
Seattle Symphony , the New York
City Ballet Orchestra , and the
U.S. Army Strolling Strings . He
has appeared as soloist on numerous occasions with the Spokane
Symphony end other orchestras
throughout the northwest.
Also
having
performed
throughout the northwest, Balabanis came to Spokane as professor of the cello at EWU and
principal cellist of the Spokane
Symphony in 1969. He has appeared as a soloist with the
Spokane Symphony, the Spokane
Junior Symphony, the EWU Symphony Orchestra , and is a member of the Spokane String Quartet.

-Campus radio broadcasts
specialty music Programs
College radio is alive and well
at EWU, and true to tradition,
KEWC FM 89.9 plays a variety of
alternative music, unlike that
found on most commercial stations in this area.
KEWC's specialty show schedule includes :
·
Lyrics and Lace--Featuring female artists and bands, with Kris
Neeley , Sunday nights from 9
p.m. to midnight.
Big Bands-With Alan Rybacki,
Monday nights from 9 p.m . to
midnight.
Punk-Reggae--Featuring

new

and old alternative music, with
Jack Westwood, Tuesday nights
from 9 p.m. to midnight.
Dedications--Featuring personalized song dedications, with Tim
Kelleher, Wednesday nights from
9 p.m . to midnight.
Top 20--Featuring the 20 most
requested from throughout the
week, with Rob Potter, Thursday
nights from 9 p.m . to midnight.
Soul--With Donnie Davis , Friday nights from 9 p.m. to midnight.
Heavy Metal--With the Rock
Dogs, Saturday nights from 9
p.m. to2a.m .

photo by C had Hut son

Dr. Bilal Hashmi, Dr. Ernest Gohlert and Dr. David Bell.

Eastern professors attend
Thailand development seminar
by Dianne Meints

Easterner Staff

Four Eastern professors spent
seven weeks in Thailand last
summer taking part in a seminar
that focused on modernization
and development in a tr'aditional
society. Eastern was one of five
universities that participated in
the seminar funded by the Fulbright Foundation .
Dr. James Busskohl, Dr. David
Bell, Dr . Ernest Gohlert, and Dr.

Bilal Hashmi each went to do
individual research that wilJ be
integrated into the classroom .
The group's goal, said Gohlert,
was " to provide an opportunity to
do research in a developing country . To acquire a general familiarity with the country that will
carry over to classroom research
and teaching."
To be selected for the grant, a
program had to be written, a host
university had to be found , and
the seminar had to be structured .
The professors competed with
universities from among the 40
members of the Northwest International Education Association
for the grant.

The seminar featured lectures
by many prominant figures in
Thailand . " It was basically what
amounted to the Who 's Who in
Thailand," said Bell.
Each professor centered his
research -in his ~1cademic field.
" We were all trying to get one
angle or another in how this
country was coping with modernization. I was trying to see how
that might be reflected in literature, " said Busskohl.
Busskohl said that all his life he
has been interested in other
countries and people, but a particular
.... _interest in Thailand stems
from what he sees as the importance of communication with the
Pacific Rim countries.
" States in the Pacific Northwest have more trade and contact with Pacific Rim countries .
We 're supposed to try to increase
understanding of countries in
Asia . The human dimension is the
value in a literary look at understanding. It wm aid overall understanding ," he said .
Gohlert's research centered
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around the role of private nongovernmental organizations in
development. He was looking at
· what organizations like Save the
Children and Care do to assist
I
Thailand in the development process.
Of being in Thailand Gohlert
said, " there is a profound difference with reading about a culture
and being involved and observing
the culture."
He cited the example of spending two nights in a Buddhist
monastery. While there he went
on "alms rounds" with the
monks, where they go to villages
at sunrise and are given food by
the villagers . He said this ~~!P.~c!.
him gain insight' fo both the
monks and the villagers, " not
just to understand but to get a
feeling as well about Thailand."
He added, "When you come to
understand a society on its own ·
terms, you understand that it is·
not only what you can give to
them, but also what they can give
to you ."
He said the highlights of his
visit were being able to stay with
the Buddhist Monks , a visit to a
refugee camp at the Cambodian
border, spending time in a Bang-·
kok slum with a Catholic priest
and an illicit visit to Burma with
Bell where they went through the
jungle to a medical field station
where women are trained as
nurses .
Hashmi 's research in Thailand
focused on family planning policies in the public and private
sector.
He said one thing seen in the
Third World is a lack of policies
concer!ling family planning. But
he found that this wasn't,the case
in Thailand. "They have been
extremely successfuJ in controlling popuJ~ tion growth, there is
considerable evidence of popula tion control."
Hashmi cited several factors
that nav·~ contributed to Thailand's success in controlling its
birth rate including uneven development which causes individuals to delay marriage, therefore delaying having children.
Another factor is the extension of
general health services. At one
time a family would have had a
large number of children but
(Continued on page 7)
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Marriage E~ound;r,, ·ALI:.. DAY, LA 2nd Fl09!' Lounge:'
Women's Ba~ketbaU (Montana St.), 7:30p.m., P~V. ·
EWtr Wrestling;<Clackamas.CC), 7:3Qp.m., Gym 264:
Movie: ''Agnes or God," 8 p.m., Slffl' Aud. Students-fl, geheral-f2.
~
Saturday, February 8
lndoor Track Meet, Fieldhouse.
Marriage _E ncounter, ALLDAY, LA 2nd Floor Lounge.
EWU Wrestling (N. Idaho JC), 3 p.m ., at Coeur d' Alene.
Military Science Dinner, 7:30 p.m., PUB 2nd Floor Lounge.
Men's Basketball (U.S. International), 7:30 p.m., PAV.
Movie: "Agnes of God," 8 p.m., SHW Aud. Students-$!, general-$2.
Club PUB CAH Age Night Club), 9 p.m. to 1 a .m., featuring The
Rangehoods, FREE.
·
Sunday, February 9
Marriage Encounter, ALLDAY , LA 2nd Floor Lounge .
Senior Recital: Angela Mitchell, 3 p.m., MBRH.
Movie: "Agnes of God," 8 p.m ., SHW Aud. Students-$1, general-$2.
Monday, February Io
Ac.ademic Senate, 3 to5 p.m ., PUB CC.
Men's Basketball (Weber St.), 7:30 p.m., PAV.
Tuesday, February 11
Film: "Women and Work," noon, MON 114.
ASEWU, 3 to 6 p.m., PU~ CC.
EWU, Wrestling (Big Bend CC), 7:30p.m., Moses Lake.
·
Wednesday, February 12
Walla Walla Community College Representatives Visit: for WWCC
transfer students, 11: 30 a.m. to 1: 30 p.m., PUB 3GH.
Slid~ Show: "International Perspectives on Women," noon, MON 114.
Men sBasketball: (Gonzaga), 7:30p.m.,atGonzaga.
·.
Thµrsday, February 13
EWU Wres.t ling (WSU), 8 p.m., PAV.
.
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Bell's study in Thailand .
"No nation in the world is in
worse shape than Thailand," he
said. "Bangkok is a hyper-urbanized city." His research centered
on the immediate concerns and
future alternatives for these two

cities. "Something needs to be
done with_Bangkok,'' he said .
Bell's interest in Thailand goes
back about 20 years. This was his
ninth trip to that country . All of
his previous contact has been
with the Thai Foreign Ministry .

1808 Second St. Cheney fnext to Jarms Hardware)
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many were lost due to high infant
and child mortality rates, but
with the advent of better overall
health care the need for having a
lot of children has decreased.
Urbanization in Bangkok and
Chiang Mai was the focus of
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Hair Co.'s

February 14, _1986
Doors will open at 8:30 p.m.

rs

Entertainment

i-

OPEN TO THE PUBLIC!

.s

1.

a

ut
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STORE

VCR SALES AND RENTALS
HUGE MOVIE SELECTION
ALL THE LATEST RELEASES
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

$3.00 COVER

i-

IC

IDE

hair design and fashion show

An evening of Avant-garde

)f

YOUR COMPLETE

RuREDS
W. 39 Pacific
Spokane, WA

The Hair Co.
112 College
Cheney, WA
235-5169

FREE
Consultations

235-4253

1808 Second St. Cher.1ey fnext to Jarms Hardware)
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Club PUB hosts one of the West's best
The Range Hoods

The Ranae Hoods will play at Club PUB Friday and Saturday
from 9 p.m. to 1 Lm.

by Eric Albrecht

Features Editor
Club PUB will host The Rangehoods , one of the Northwest 's
best original rock bands , this
Friday and Saturday in the PuB
2nd Floor Lounge, from 9 p.m . to
la .m .
the Rangehoods feature Steve
Pearson, guitarist and vocalist ;
Pat Hewitt on guitar ; Bruce
Hewes on bass ; and Billy Shaw
on drums . They have been garnering excellent reviews for their
live show from Los Angeles
(playing at the famous Madame
Wong 's) to Vancouver (playing
at the Town Pump ).
They played the EWU homecoming dance last fall and were
at Ahab 's Whale in Spokane last
weekend. The Rangehoods were
a big hit at Ahab's, keeping a
capacity crowd on the dance noor
most of the evening, with their
original mixture of country rock ,
playing mostly original songs,
with a few cover tunes by the
likes of Elvis Presley, Hank
Williams and Mitch Ryder
thrown in for good measure .
Pearson, the major creative
force behind one of the best
Seattle bands, The Heats , heads
things up with his distinctive
vocal blend or Graham Nash,
Tom Petty and the Ramones,
letting you know from the start
that this is no ordinary country
rock band. Miles away from the

Lynyrd Skynyrd connotations
that label brings to mind, the
R.angehoods are more in the mold
of Jason and the Scorchers, or
some early Nick Lowe.
The band has a five song LP
out, which draws positively from
the energy and polish of their Jive
show. "Rough Town," released
on Seattle's Exploding Records
label , features some strong songwriting maturity for Pearson, a
departure from "The Heats"
days , when simplicity was more
the order of the day. Information
on the availability of "Rough
Town" is available by writing
Rangehoods , 8924 Ravenna Ave .
N.E ., Seattle, WA. 98115 .
How did the semi-punk rock
headman of the Heats make the
transition to " down on the
farm ?"
' I' ve always been into this
stuff, things like Hank Williams, "
Pearson said . "I wanted to start
working some of these types of
songs into The Heat's live shows,
but the other guys in the band
didn't think that it would fit in
with The Heats' image. "
The loss is Pearson's former
bandmates. The energy and
danceability of the music marks
no radical departure from The
Heats, and there is a strong sense
of direction, a more distinctive
sound to be found in The Rangehoods . AU that's missing is a
kilJer single along the lines of The

Heat 's classic "Don't Like Your
Face ."
Pearson said that the Rangehoods have been around in ·one
form or another for over two
years , and have been playing
with their current lineup for
about nine months . Hewitt, form er guitarist for Cajun f~ddler
Doug Kershaw , complements
Pearson's guitar and singing,
their competence together marked by how tight the band sounds
live. Bassist Hewes ably performs vocal chores on a few
cover tunes and drummer Shaw
gets the microphone for the excellent live piece " Treat Her
Right ," an old Roy Head tune .
The Rangehoods recently received sponsorship from Miller
Beer for a major nationwide tour,
with the possibility of television
commercials to fo11ow.
" We're realJy looking forward
to this, " Pearson said. " It will
give us a chance to play before a
lot of different kinds of audiences
on some terrific sound•- <iquipment. "
Get out and see the Rangehoods
this weekend, so you can s&y that
you saw them way back when
they were playing bars and college campuses . These guys
should have no problem landing a
pretty good deal with a major
record label, especially after introducing themselves to audiences nationwide on their Miller
tour.

Theatre update
Touring all over Eastern Washington is the musical troupe
"ENCORE!". Combining singing
and dancing styles from the
1930s and 1980s, "ENCORE!"
began its touring at the beginning
of the quarter .
Not able to find people to fill
those extra spots in the membership, the crew has worked hard to
get ready for the tour. Included in
the crew are Terry Hol1ingsworth, Ken Boardman, Sarah
Lou Dudley, Cindy Cushman,
Piper Mayo, Anna Robnet, and

Tamera L. Plank.
In another part of the Theatre
Department, recent auditions
were held . Cast for "Extremities " we)"e Terry Ho11ingsworth,
Laurel LOnneker, Kris Hanson,
and Janet Chapman . Directing
this drama about rape and revenge is Yvonne Williams , a
veteran actress at Eastern .
Opening on Feb. 27 , " Extremities' ' will run every Thursday,
Friday , and Saturday for three
weeks.

Remember Your Valentine ...
Send your Love
with the
Hearts n' Flowers
Bouquet

photo by Chad Hutson

Jazz great Buddy Rich performs for an audience at Spokane Falls Community College.

Jazz legend Buddy Rich
delights young SFCC crowd
by Chad HulsCNI
NewaEdltor

i.

Chet's Flowers
13191st
Cheney

·•

235-4911
838-7888

Send your thoughts with our special care.

His sarcaatic rapport witb the audience is funny,
insulting at times, but when Buddy Rich 1ets behind
the drums be ready for some heavy IJ'OOvin'.
Rich, who started his illustrious career as a
drummer bacll in the early thirties, has had his ups
and downs in the field of entertainment, bul at the
age of a he still manages to get out and do some

ban&ina.

A standing-room-Gllly crowd at Spokane Falls
Community College last SUnday was testimony to

Rich's abilities aa a ban&er.
Rich and his ti-piece band put on a jazz show that
~li&hted the crowd at SFCC's Music Hall and left

people be-boppin' in their seats.
.
A large portion of the crowd was under 25 and
moet were relatively new to the big band sound Rieb
and his band pu.,hed out. It didn't take Jong for the
band to move into some fast movina beats that left
ample opportunity for Rich to do some serious
bangin1.
One disappointment eame when Rich sometimes
· left drum solos a little short or other band members
had a two or three minute solo that turned into a five
or six minute solo. The crowd was there to see Rich,·
but was very appreciative of soloe from the piano
player, Barry Keiner, and sax player Steve Marcus.
Overall, it was a good Sunday evening of jazz witb
one of the greats, Buddy Rich.

• I·
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Top scorer injures knee

Offense OK - EWU beats Pirates

by Steve Smith

Sports Editor
While the Eastern Eagles won
the game , they lost as well.
So did Roosevelt Brown.
Brown suffered two knee injuries, the second which took him
out for the remainder of Eastem's 78-55 win over the Whitworth Pirates Saturday night.
His bas ke t 37 seconds into the
contest was the only points he
would score, ending his streak of
scoring in double figures at 34
consecutive games .
Still , without their leading scorer and after suffering a slow first

half, the Eagles offense didn 't
mi ss a beat.
Rob Otis led EWU with 17,
followed by center John Randa
with 16 points and 11 rebounds . In
Bro·w•n,;s a bsence , the backcourt
scoring was picked up by reserves Dexter Griff en, who scored
nine and freshman Alphonso
Goldwire with eight.
The Eagles jumped to a quick
6-0 lea d over the Pirates, but the
visitors from North Spokane
fought back to stay within two for
most the early first half. Whitworth tied the ballgame at 14 with
9: 26 to go in the period .

Four points each from Leroy
Dean and David Thompson kept
Eastern in the game as the teams
traded baskets. Whitworth 's Bri an Sugerman hit back-to-back
15-footers to give the Pirates
their only lead of the game , 24-23
with 4: 35 left in the half.
But buckets by Randa and Otis
down the stretc h put the Eagl es
back on top at the intermission ,
32-26 . It was a half that EWU
coac h Joe Folda was less than
pleased with .
" I told them that Whitworth
could be trouble, but the way we
played in the first half showed

they evidently didn ' t believe it ,"
said Folda. " We had hoped that
(Whitworth 's) upset over Central
might get the kids to respond a
little ."
" We were very disappointed
with the way the firs t half went.
We weren 't ready to play ," said
Folda . " We showed no emotion
on defense--the guys were just
sta nding around ."
The Eagle m entor also didn 't
feel the loss of Brown affected his
team that much .
" I didn 't see anybody pick up
anything in the first half--we
were playing so poorl y before he

Brown to be out at least a week
' '

The knee injury suffered by senior guard Roosevelt Brown in
Saturqay's game against Whitworth may not be as serious as
originally thought.
Trainer Reid Appelo reported to Coach Joe Folda following the
contest that the outlook is that Brown will miss at least one to two
weeks.
Brown suffered a sublexed knee, the kneecap popping out of place
laterally then popping back , early in the contest. After a few minutes
on the bench, Brown returned to the game, but went down again
seconds later.
" After the first injury , he walked for awhile then said it was fine . So
we put him in a brace and ok'd him to go back in," said Appelo when
interviewed. " The second time, he went to cut upcourt and the knee
'collapsed."
Appelo pointed out that Brown suffered no. ligament or soft tissue
damage. The training staff is hoping to have Brown ready for this
weekend's game against U.S. International.

Favors, polls
and no TV
by Steve Smith
Sports Editor

After watching a close game
become a blowout Saturday
night, I was getting my postgame
interview with EWU men's basketball coach Joe Folda when I
was cornered by a dark, mysteri ous figure .
Then I found out he was assistant coach Fred Litzenberger (all
right, so he isn't that mysterious) .
Why, I thought to myself, is he
cornering me? Well, he made a
simple request, and in this not so
simple manner I will grant it.
The attendance at Saturday's
game against Whitworth was
placed at 1,462. However, I have
to believe that at least 1500 to 1800
people were in Reese Court. By
far, this was the biggest crowd at
an Eastern basketball game I'd
seen this season.
Dear Lord, they were noisy,
too. Something about party horn
night that does that to people.
· What Coach Litzenberger, and
Coach Folda, requested was that
I use my column to express their
thanks to the students who were
in attendance . They also hope
that such support will continue.
Now , I'm not a rah-rah kind of
guy , but I do agree with this .
You've seen the little spot in the
Focus announcements, how the
ASB has paid for your attendance. Well, while that may not

be totally true , as long as you
have your fa ce on a student I.D .
card , admission to these contests
are free .
So take advantage of it. It may
be the only thing fre e from
Eastern you 'll ever get.

At this point , Griffen went to
work wrapping seven freethrows
and a slamdunk around baskets
by Randa , Patterson and fr eeth rows by Goldwire as Eastern
push ed the lead to 20 points
befor e finishing the contest.
" We got more aggressive on
defense, sta rted cr eating turnovers and started getting the
easy s hots ," said Folda .
" They just wore us down ," said
Whitworth coach Warren Friedrichs . " They extended the pressure a nd killed us on the boa rds .
They have a lot of big peopl e, so
eventuall y we had a hard ti m e
matc hing up with the m ."
Eastern 1s now 15-7 for the
season . The Eagl es continue their
hom es tand Saturda y night , hosting .S. In ternational.

Zornes wins SWAB award
Eastern Washington Univers ity's hea d football coach Dick
Zornes was named as Coach of
the Year at the 38th annua l
Inland Empire Sports Awards
Banquet last Wednesciay even·
ing .
Zornes joins Ryne Sandberg of
the Chicago Cubs, Reuben Mayes
of Wa shington State University 's
footb a ll team , Andrea Lloyd of
·the Uni versity of Texas women 's
basketball squa d and the WSU
track and field team as winners
of 1985SWABawards .

Zorne.- guided hi Eagl quad
to their first CAA Divi io n l-A A
pla yoffs this past sea on in onl y
the second yea r EWU ha s been in
I-AA . After concluding a 8-2
ca mpaign , the Eagles avenged
a n ea rl y loss to Idaho in the
playoff's first round before being
elimi na ted from the titl e chase by
No rthe rn Iowa .
After bei ng deni ed entrance to
the Big Sk Conference, Zornes '
team beat fi ve BSC opponents , as
well as 1-A school Ca l State-Long
Beach .

A new feature (let the trumpets
blow). The Easterner 's Top 25
college basketball poll. OK, maybe it won 't replace the Associated
Press version, but it is a scientific
poll based on a grading system of
players in their positions, their
weekly performances and how
each team did that week (then we
pull names out of a hat at
random).
You'll find this weeks poll , as
well as our new R/TV log in the
scoreboard .

•••

A classic game . Two crosscounty rivals doing battle . One of
the teams star's being injured
and helped from the floor. A close
game becomes a blowout. Great
stuff for the late night news,
right?
Wrong.
It seems that the City of Cheney
and Eastern Washington University doesn't exist--once you get
inside the Spoo-kane city limit.
Oh, but look for WSU ... the
darlings of the Palouse (who's
basketball team is now 4-5 and
7th in the PAC-10) .
(continued on page 11)

came out , I don 't know if we
would have been bette r wi th
him ," sai d Folda .
The coach may have told these
things to his team during inter·
mi ssion , becaus e the Eagles
came out and pus hed the lead to
10 a minute and a ha lf into the
second stanza on baskets by
Goldwire and Dean and a pair of
freethrows from Randa .
The P irates cut the defi cit to
four , 42-38 with 13: 32 left in the
game . But the Eagles went on an
11 -4 run over the next four
minutes to take a 53-42 lead .

In v n yea r s at EWU , Zornes
has com piled a 49-21-1 record . His
1985 tea m ra nked sixth nationall y
in tota l offense and was ranked
13th in the national 1-AA poll s at
sea on's e nd .
Zornes toppe d a field of area
coaches that included LewisClark baseball coa ch Ed Cheff ,
former Idaho footba ll coach Dick
Erickson , and Shadle Park vol leyball coach Linda Sheridan .
Ma yes, the NCAA single-game
rus hing record holder from orth
Battleford, Saskatchewan , was
named the winner of the Amateur
Male Athlete of the Year . He was
also chosen as the Pacific-IO
Conference 's offensive pla ye r of
the yea r for the second straight
season . His 1,236 yards rus hing
ranked him 10th nationally a nd
he scored 10 touchdowns. He
finished his career with 3,519
ya rds , placi ng him sixth in the
PAC- l0 's all -time rushing list,
ahead of s uch noteables as O.J .
Simpson a nd Freeman Mc Neil.
He is also the first runner in the
confere nee to put together backto-back 1000-yard seasons since
USC's Marcus Allen did it in
1980-81.

EWU Football coach Dick Zornes.

WSU's track squad won _i~.s
third Team of the Year honors .
They were second at the NCAA
national championship m eet last
yea r after winning their third
straight PAC-10 championship.
Two of coach John Chaplin '
Cougars won national titl es••
P eter Koech in the steeple hase
a nd Tore Gustafson in the ham m r throw .
Lio d, who likt: a ndber g \ a
not in atte ndance , now a juni rat
T 'a, , wo n her cond mat ur
F' ma l
Athle t of th
Y ar
ing in 1983.

•
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·Track team prepares for ~86 season
by Steve Smith
Sports Editor

could rest in high jumper Greg
Jones, the school record holder at
7-4. Last year, as a junior, Jones
set the record in a qualification
jump for nationals, but failed to
get past the seven-foot mark at
the meet.
The qualifying mark in the
event for this years indoor meet
is 7-3½ , but Martin feels that he
can get Jones to go higher than
that.
"Hopefully, we '11 get him
around 7-5 or 7~ this year,"
Martin said. " Still, he's going to

Eastern Washington's men's
and women's track and field
squads have both already taken
to the cinders for the indoor
season, but are pointing towards
their first big meet this weekend
at home.
EWU will be hosting teams
from the University of Washington of the Pacific 10 conference
and the Big Sky's University of
Montana in a triangular meet at
the field.house Saturday morning
at 11: 15. Both coaches are looking
toward this meet as a chance to
show off their athletes.
"We're pointing to that meet,"
said women's coach Jill Duncan.
"We'll come out in full force and
then we'll see what we can do."
"It will be the first time that
team scores wili' have been kept
at an Eastern indoor meet," said
men's coach Jerry Martin .
"We're definitely looking forward to it."
"It will be a really good meet
for spectators who don't know a
lot about track and field," said
Duncan.
Both teams have already begun
a season that will la~t over four
months and will culminate first in
the NCAA Indoor Championships
in Oklahoma City on March 14-15,
then in the NCAA Championships
June 4-7 in Indianapolis.
For the men's squad, the best
hope of competing in either event

" I don't think we have many
weaknesses," said Martin .
" Some people aren't quite as
experienced, and for them
there'll be a learning period
involved.''
Among the athletes in the
throwing events, Martin feels
that fifth-year senior Lex Strom
should manage to set a new
school record in the hammerthrow and should lead his weightmen. The Eagle coach is also
looking for good efforts from
junior discus thrower Pat Kos-

jumper Matt McPherson, triple
jumpers Clint Janson and Mark
Priebe and pole vaulters Pete
Smith and Mark Sands.
On the track, Martin looks for
his middle distance men as the
running squads strength. They
are led by Chris Violette, a
fifth-year senior who runs the
800-rneter. Violette was twice the
state-community college champ
in the ·event while at Spokane
Community College.
Violette is well supported in the
middle distances by another 800-

Two EWU marks fall at UI
Two EWU track records fell
this weekend as the men's team
competed in the 11th annual
Vandal Indoor meet last Saturday at the University of Idaho's
Kibbi~ Dorne.
Steve Jackson, winner of the
300-meter intermediate hurdles
in 37.75 seconds, and Chris Violette, fifth in the 1000-yard with a
time of 2: 11 .97, both set new
school records. High jumper
Greg Jones also won in his event

with an effort of 7-0.
On Sunday, three EWU women
tracksters finished in the top
three in their events at the Best
Western Developmental Indoor
meet, also held at. the Kibbie
Dorne.
Freshman Amy Cory, winner
of the 3000-rneter with a time of
11 : 58.4, brought in Eastern's only
first place finish. Cheryl Flom
finished second in the 1500 at
4: 48.5, and Carolyn Darcy took

third in the 800-met~r with a time
of 2:22.1.
Both the men's and women's
squads will see action indoors
this weekend as Eastern hosts a
triangular meet with the University of Washington and the University of Montana at the fieldhouse starting at 11: 15. According to Martin, it will be the first
time team scores will be kept at
an indoor meet in the school's
history.

have to be more consistent at 7-3,
7-4."

tecka, a transfer from Texas-El
Paso, and fifth-year senior Chris
Benson in the shot put.
As far as the rest of the field
events, beyond Jones, Martin
thinks his best ~thletes are long

meter runner, junior Bob Pliler,
and a pair of 4oo-rneter athletes,
Tim Frost and Darren Crow.
Crow may also run the 800 this
season.

While Jones is good, Martin
feels this year's men's squad is
strong at all positions, especially
in the weight events.

The 4istance events for EWU

will feature four athletes over the
season. Juniors Mark Hoitink and
Brian Oster will run distance for
the indoor season, but plan· to
redshirt in the spring. Another
junior, Stan Holman and freshman Alan Hjort will take the
events for the outdoor season.
If the Eagle men do• have a
weak link, it may be in t.he
sprints, where Martin is hoping
for good things from freshman
Doug Rich of Puyallup, and
Walter Harmon, who won the
Alaskan state high school 100meter championship in his senior
year.
For the women, Duncan has
what could be best described as
an "unknow11 commodity."
"I just don't know what we're
capable of yet," said Duncan.
"We have to have more action."
The ladies have a pair of
middle distance runners that
have prepared extensively for the
indoor season. ];30th Cheryl Flom

of Tacoma and Enumclaw's Carolyn Darcy are fifth-year seniors
tha c are eligible for the indoor,
but not the outdoor, season. Both
will compete in the 1000-rneter.
Beyond that, Duncan is playing
the waiting game to see who her
best performers this season
~ightbe.
"I have an idea that a couple of
people will do well, but I haven't
much clue until we get out and
run," said Duncan.

Ike/ wins beam;
Monta:na wins meet
''

Debi Ikel led the Eastern gymnastics squad with a first and a
fourth , but the Eagles lost the
team event to Montana last weekend, 171.5 to 156.65.
lkel won the balance beam
event with a score of 8.7, and took
fourth in the floor exercise at 8.6.
But the best the junior from
Tacoma could do was sixth in the
all-around competition as the
Grizzli es domina ted the top fi ve

positions. Lori Aubin won the
all-aro1:1nd title with a 35.05.
Otheri Eagle finishers included
Rozanne Monroe, fifth in the
vault with an 8.55 and Kathy
Solinsky , sixth in the parallel
bars with a 7.5.
The gymnastics team has the
next week off, then tra vels crosscounty to compete against Community Colleges of Spokane on
Sa turday, F eb. 15 a t 7:00.

DORltFOOD
SURVIVAi KIT

EWU's Rozanne Monroe competing in the floor exercise.

This Valentine's Day,
go all out.
Got the Dorm Food
Blues? One call to
Domino's Pizza will save
you! We make and
deliver hot , tasty, custom.
made pizza in less than
30 minutes. All you have
to do is call! So skip the
cafeteria. Get your
favorite pizza instead.

I •

Go ahead, show that special
someone how much you
care by sending the FTD®
Hearts 'n' Flowers n, Bouquet.
. A beautiful arrangement

F11t, frN delivery
1879 · 1st St.

235-2000

' b~..
_,,.~
· ;::. . . , -. . . _

Our drivers carry less
than $20.00.
Limited delivery area.
fi198 5 Domino's P1ua. Inc

II
·
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$1 Off
$1 .00 off any pizza.
One coupon per pizza.
Good at listed location.

.

Name: _ _ _ _ _
Phone: _ _ _ _ _

DOMINO'S

PIZZA

/ DELIVERS
FREE.

: $20FF
I
I
II

I
I

~tw~. e~;:;k~~fJ~;~~~
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$2.00 off any 16" 2•1tem or
more pizza.
One coupon per pizza.
Good at listed location.
Name: _ _ __ _
Phone: _ _ _ _ _

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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so easy. Just call
your FTD Florist.
Go ahead. Do
something realJy
exciting!

Photo by Derrick Hanson

EWU
rnatmen
third
The Eastern wrestling team
finished third last Saturday in the
Washington Collegiate Wrestling
Championships in Ellensburg.
EWU's score of 57.5 placed the
Eagles behind state-powers
Washington State, first with 78.5,
and Simon Fraser, with a score of
77.75.
Eastern wrestlers who made it
to either championship or consolation rounds included Shawn
Burke, second at 118 ; Troy Ward,
second at 126, Mark Bonthius,
second at 167 ; Duane Zamora,
second at 177; Time Floyd, second at 190 ; Todd Koellen, fourth
at 134; and Tracy Niles, third at
177.
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Eagle Scoreboard-MEN'S BASKETBALL
1. . . . EASTERN WASHINGTON
UNIYERSITY MEN'S IIASKETSALL

EWU 7N, Wtll1WORTH 55
W U< 55 J

STATISTICS

Holley 8, Meyers 10, Dickson 14, Sugerman 4,
Eeckholf 5, Lee 6, Spalding 8, Gillespie,
Haavedt.
FG 21 ·54 <38.9%1 , FT 13-13 c100.0%>

(Owerllll Record: 1~7

Away: 3-4
Brown, Roosevelt

Otis, Rob (F)
Randa, John (C)
Dean, Leroy (G)
Thompson, David

EWU<7HI

Brown 2, Goldwire 8, Griffen 9. Dean 6, Banks
6, Otis 17, Thompson 8, Patterson 4, Perkins 2,
Randa 16, Hudgens, Ma rtin, Perkins.
FG28-71 (39.4%1, F,' 22-31 <70.0%1

22
22
22
22
20

.492
.467
.480
.472
.548

.708 319 17.2
.696 281 12.8
.eoo 188 8.5
.767 164 7.5
.763 121 6.1

(F-C)

Banks, David (F)
Griffen, Dexter

Rebounds : EWU 53 I Randa 141, WU 31
Assists : EWU 18 <Griffen 71 , WU 13

21 .529 .737 116
22 .415 .618 109

5.5
5.0

20 .378 .571

2.6

(G·F)

Pattttfson, Eric

52

Home: 11-1

Neutral: 1.0,
Goldwire,
Alphonso (G)
Gaulding, Greg

(G)
Hudgens, Ken
(0-F)
Perklna, Nate (F)
Wiese, Mark (F)
Martin, Joey {G)

17 .349 .917

41

2.4

11 .467 .500

17

·1.5

18 .263 .800

22

1.4

g .500 .667
5 .000
2

8

0
0

0.9
0.0
0.0

-

EASTERNER
TOPZS

I J North Carolina
21 Duke
31 Georgia Tech
41 Mich igan
51 Kansas
61 Oklahoma
71 Memphis St.
81 Syracuse
.91 Notre Dame

101 Virginia Tech
11 I Georgetown
121 UNLV
131 St. Johns
141 Kentucky
151 Louisville
161 Navy
171 Bradley

18 ) Illinois
19 J LSU
20 ) Texas-El Paso
2ll Indiana
22 ) Ala .-Birmingham
23) Purdue
24 ) Virginia
25 ) Washington

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
IDl\11O 119, EWU fit

BOISE STA TE 55, EWU 53

Gaubinger 4, Johal I, Stewart 3, Karnes 2,
Cochran 11 , Danner 11, Taylor 6, Souther 23.
FG 26-54 <48.1-,..1 , FT9-14 <64.3%1
IDAIIO 11111
Behrens 8, Getty 1, Deskines 12, Raese 20,
McGrew 12, Westerwelle 16..
FG 27-54 <50.0,,1 , FT 15-19178.9% )
Rebounds : EWU 33 ISouther 141, UI 33.
Assists : EWU 18 <Cochran 71, UI 19.

EWU 1:;31
Johal 2, Stewart 4, Karnes 4, Cochran 14,
Souther 13, Danner 8 , Taylor 8, Gaubinger,
Byer ly,
FG 17 ◄9 <34.7°.,JFT 19-28 167.9%>
BSU 155>
McAr~hur 2, Enger 6 , E cklund 2, Dallas 8,
Bassard 15, Widner 4, Doster 11, Silk 7,
Conners.
FG 22-55 <40.0"i, I, FT 11 -25 <44.0,;,1

EWU lfilJ

'

MWAC STA!'.Dl:l;GS
Montana
Idaho
Boise State
Eastern Wash.
Portland State
Montana State
Weber State
Idaho State

Women lose to UI, 69-61
They say that all good things
must come to an end. So it was for
the EWU Lady Eagles Friday
night.
The Eagles traveled to Moscow
that night, and before a school
record crowd, got dumped by the
Idaho Lady Vandals, 69-61.
Idaho enjoyed leads of as much
as 21 points in the first half, led by
6-foot-4 Mary Raese's 20 points in
the period. UI jumped out to a
quick 23-7 lead in the first eight
minutes, extending it to 36-15 with
5: 47 to go in the half. The Vandals
led 43-25 at the half.

But while Raese was going ice
cold in the second half, Brenda
Souther got red~hot, scoring 15 of
her game high 23 points as the
Eagles cut Ul's lead to 49-36 with
16:31 togo.
Led by Cristy Cochran, EWU
cut it to 10, 61-51, with 8:55 left on
six unanswered points, then to
six, 63-57, with 6:48 to play.
"We made a couple of defensive mistakes," said Eagle coach
Bill Smithpeters. "There just
wasn't enough time to wipe out
that kind ( 10-poinO .of lead."
The Vandal offensive then

'

I

came back to life, extending the
lead and easing to the win.
Along with her points, Souther
added 14 rebounds for EastJm,
with Cochran and freshman ~isa
Danner adding 11 points each.
Cochran handed out- seven assists.
Eastern is now 9-9 overall, 4-3
in conference, leaving them tied
for third in the MWAC with Boise
State. The women host the Montana Grizzlies tonight and M,mtana State tomorrow evening.
Both games start at 7:30 p.m. at
Reese Court.

close-minded to the rest of the
world (a disease known as Eastern Washington Mentality, or
EWM).

I had also heard that WSU
controlled the sports market in
Eastern Washington.
Thanks to the so-called television stations in Spoo-kane, I can

believeit.
So, I send up this warning to
KHQ, KXLY, and KREM. EWM
is running rampant throughout
the area.
Don't catch it...and see if you
can get the Eagles a little more
coverage, huh.
Think about it.

~oo, rs~\\~ 1,;00\
''DORM WARS''

7-0
5-2
4.3
4.3
3-4
3-4
2·5
0-7

ovr .
18-2
16·3
12-7
g.9
7-10
9-9
8-11
:l-16

-

WRESTLING

GYMNASTICS
MONTANA 171 .~. EWU 156.'5
All-Around : I. Lori Aubi~ <Ml 35.05. 6. Debi

WASHl~GTON STATE

C'OLI.EGIATE CHAMPIOSSHIPS
Team Scores :
I. WSU 78.5. 2. Simon Fruer 77 .75.
3. EWU 57 .i . 4. CWU 52.75.

118--Mark Mc Kenna I WSU l d . Shawn BurkP.
<E >8-5 <Burke 2nd I.
126--John Sevigny (CWUl d . Troy Ward <E l
6-3 <Ward2nd> .
13-1--Jerr Wilson ISFJ d. Todd Kollen ( E l 8-o
<Kollen 3rd >.
16i ••Jeff Marsh <SF >d. Mark Bonthius <E l 4· 1
I Bont h ius 2nd 1.
177--Greg Edgelow 1SF 1 d . Duane Zamora
1E 1 12-91 Za mora 2nd l.
Tra cy Niles IE I d . Rus ty Porlrield I CWU I
l 1·2 1Ni les 3rd 1.

No TV trompage 9 - - - - - - - - - - - The reason I'm bringing this up
is to point out a problem. It
appears to me that the television
stations ( if you can call them
that> in Spoo-kane aren't aware
that Eastern exists. I was watching the late night news (on my
brand new color TV with remote
control) Saturday, wondering if
I'd see footage of the EWU-Whitworth game.
I saw some on KHQ--less than
10 seconds of footage and a score.
That was better than KXL Y or
KREM could do. They just had
scores.
Oh, by the way ... all .three had
extensive footage of the WSU
game.
I can understand that. After all,
WSU is only a hundred miles and
an hour and a half away from
here. It takes a whole 20 minutes
to get to Cheney.
But then, could it be that the
Spoo-kane chapter · of the WSU
Cougars good-old-boys club has
all the TV stations in Spoo-kane
bamboozled? Well, there may be
some truth to that. ·
But I think the problem here
lies with the stations themselves.
After all, let us not forget that
WSU and Gonzaga are NCAA
Division 1 basketball teams.
They deserve to be covered.
Oh, by the way, EWU is NCAA
Division 1, too. Let's give them
seven seconds tonight.
I, being from the westside (a
native Seattlite and damn proud,
too), had heard that people east
of the Cascades, Spoo-kane especially, are single-sighted and

cnr.

STATISTICS
(0...11 Reconi: M Home: 7-4
Away: 2•5 MWAC:4-3)
PlaywQ PCT PCT PT5 AVQ
Souther, Brenda
11 .612 .107 237 21 .5
18 .509 .663 273 15.2
Cochran, Cristy
Danner, Lisa (P)
18 .468 .689 191 10.6
Johal, Roj {PG)
18 .306 .739 122 6.8
Gaublnger, Sonya 18 .389 .513 110 6 .1
Taylor, Kathy (P)
18 .•
.650 91 5.1
18 .321 .607 85 4.7
Stewart, Collette
Byerly, Gretchen
14 .415 .887 44 3.1
Dlckaon, Monica
11 .a .500 20 1.8
Edwardt, Stacey
9 .500 .333 10 1.1
Klma,Kris
17 .222 .600
14 0 .8
Bannister,
Clralln (W)
4 .250
2 0 .5
Knisetey,
Jennifer {W)
5 .250 .000
2 0.4
Wolkey, Janet
4 .000 .500
1 0 .3

190--Mike Sudduth
9-8 1Floyd 2nd I ,

I WS U I

d . Tim Floyd <E 1

lkel <E 1 32.9.
Vault : S. Rozanne Monroe IE >8.55.
Bars : 6. Kathy Solinsky IE <7.5.
Beam : I. lkel <E l 8.7
Floor : 4. lkel I E1 8.6 .

INDOOR TRACK
l'I \ 'ASDAt ISDOOR
: Sa<urda y- Moscow, ldaho l
ShoJt Put : 4. Chris Benson r EI 55-9.
IOO yds : 5. ChrisViolettelE <2: ll.97 .
HighJump : I. GregJones 1E l 7-0.
300 int. hrdl : I. Steve Jackson I E < 37.75.
Mil e : 2. Brian Oste r1E: 14: t7 .72.
BEST WESTERS ISDOOR

I Sunda y-Moscow. Idaho >
BOO : 3. Ca rolynDarcyl E12 : 22. I.
1500 : 2. Chery 1Flom 1E14 :48.5.
3000 : I. Amy Cory <E l 11 :58.4.
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-------For Quality
and Price
INTRAMURAL PLAYERS OF THE WEEK
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Lady Eagles vs. Montana• February 6
Reese Court • 7:30 p.m.

=
-=-

''HAWA/IAN NIGHT''

Janet Cuppage
Women's Basketball

-Wear Hawaiian AttireMen's 8.8. vs. U.S. International
February 11 • Reese Court • 7:30 p.m.

Conchita Niere
Singles Racquetball

=
-•=g

--aI
!
-e
§

Subliminal Recording
Step-by-step instructions on how to record self-help
sub/Jm1nal tapes in the pflvacy of your home .
S,mµle. easy , inexpensive method. Great savings .
Please send $19.95 (Check or money order) to:
CJ Jones
PO Box 2205
Spoka_ne. WA 99210

Please allow
4-6 weeks
delivery

I-

Marty Harris
Co•ed Volleyball

We Deliver Heating Oil

Bill's FILLS
103 First - Cheney

235-4400
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·Reid froin page
observation, will now require
approval from the Cheney School
Board.
The Reid School Task Force
met with Eastern officials Friday
and discussed the proposal.
"The situation finally looks
good and we feel that things are
now at a point where we don 't
need any legislation, so we decided to pull back , said Bob Burden ,
chairman of the Reid task force .

Eastern board members have
not yet seen the actual proposal
because news on the issue broke
quickly.
,
"I'm delighted that there appears to be a viable way to keep

4§:g's

•

fast with this we haven't had time
to sit down and look at what is
going on," she added.
The current teachers at Reid
must re-apply with the school
district before being re-hired.

Reid school, and there is a good
chance that this will meet with
approval of the trustees," said
Jean Beschel, chairwomen of the
board of trustees .
"Everything is happening so

Sunrise

t

I

lectronics

Frat holds
Bowl-A-Thon

NATURAL FOODS
504 First Street
Cheney, WA 99004
235-6272
Your Health Is
Our Business,
Naturally!

I I

STUDENTS ONLY

EWU's Delta Chi fraternity is
sponsoring a Bowl-a-Thon to
benefit mental patients at Eastern State Hospital in Medical
Lake . The Bowl-a-Thon will take
place on Saturday ~t 1 p.m. at
Eastern State Hospital. Pledges
· can be made to any Delta Chi
fraternity member for their
"Penny-Per-Pin" sponsorship.
For further information, call 235-

BRING THIS AD AND RECEIVE 10<% OFF
BLANK TAPES AND RECORDING
ACCESSORIES THROUGH FEB. 22

I

*
*
*

Marrs said he hopes the same
teachers will return next year.
If the proposal is passed by the
boards it will take effect next fall .
At that time Reid will open on
Sept. 1, along with the rest of the
Cheney schools.

•

*
*
*:

• WE STOCK SONY QUALITY •
• RECORDING TAPES•
• C-60 FROM $1.49 EA.•

Nutritional Foods & Snacks - Allergy Foods & Supplements
Body Building Nutrients - Health & Beauty Aids
Complete Lines of Vitamins & Minerals - Diet Aids
Herbs & Teas - Books - Books - Books

I

I

9986.
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Let the searc_
h
begin with us

I

I
I
I
I
I

ROYAL BURGER ...... $1.49
Includes: Ham, bacon, American cheese, meat patty
and all the trimmings, plus tomato.
Expires February 19, 1986

I
I

1204 1st

I

Mon.-Thurs. 11 a.m.-10 p.m.
Fri. & Sat. 11 a.m.-12 Midnight
Sun.•"Resting"

I
I

I
Phone Orders Weicome :

COUPON

-~---.------·
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I
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ATHLETES EDGE
Cheney's Retail & Team Sporting Goods

Hind Running Tights Are In!
171 0 2nd Street
Cheney, WA 99004

wk (509) 235-5737
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PONG TQtJRNAMENT

Every Wednesday at 8:00
-ALSO-

. . .____...... -··_____2~ brews
-

... . .. .. . . .. _

_. _

_

f rom a·oo
1o·oo
. to
.
1-H LJ RS DAY $2.00 pitchers
f
8 0
rom :0 tO 10:00
FREE POPCORN ALWAYS
Goofy'S
Where Fun Is Always
"HAPPEN/NG"

t
t
ft
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I
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I
Get your team together I
I
and register today!
I
Clubs - Dorms- Groups I
encouraged to enter!
I
I
Bulld Team Spirit!

I
I

• ••REGISTRATION :FORM•••

•All teams must be composed of four official members.
•A registration fee of $10 per team is required to cover costs.
•Return this form plus the $10 registration fee to Room 105 in
the ATV Building before 5 p.m., F~bruary 17th. Registration
is required.
•••KEWC-FM and Eastern Washington University are not responsible for any action individuals may take in 'Obtaining or
retaining items for the Scavenger t-funt.
All Participants Are Responsible for Their Own Actions
Team Captain

Su::>plies at Book & Brush . Located downtown Cheney (across
from Goofy's). We also carry the
largest selection of Magazines
& Paperbacks In town, along with
Greeting Cards, posters, gifts,

and ~ full line of Craft Supplies.
Special orders are always welcome. We are also a full service
Greyhound and _western Union
Anencv. Next time you nhone

t

· Address & Phone
OTHER OFFICIAL MEMBERS

KEWC-FM DJs & Stall Are Not Eligible To Partlo/pate In The Hunt

send it Western Union, ·for 15
minute money transfer from anywhere in the U.S. If you like old·
fashioned personal service, come
in and see us at Book & Brush,
404 1st Street. Open 8 a.m. to 6
p.m. Mon. through Sat.
FOR SALE: Apple IIC personal
computer & monitor, mouse &
joystick. Lots of business and
game software included. $899.
Ross Paxton 235-5790 even-

J ~:!.

IN
·---------------------------------------

.I

STUDENTS: Receive 10%-, discount
on our full line o f School & Art

$1.25 pitchers· -· ·-···- --·-·- "--f·-• -·ti~;.;;;t't'o·r -~-o'nev. .teiith;m-·· To ~~ - •·

■

First Prize Domino's Pizza
Movie Machine
· Second Prize - 2 $5.00
Athletes Edge
Owl Pharmacy
Gas
Third Prize Fashion Parlour
Aquila

,f

. - .,.._ . . _

1

.,

...,

p

~

I
BIG

KEWC-FM
First Annual
Scavenger Hunt

AVON is celebrating its 100th anniversary this year. Come join the
party! To learn how you can be
part of the celebration . Call 2356473!

ROOMMATE FINDERS

·•I
I

. 235-6126

926-1298

I
I
I

I

·•-•••••-•

LOVING CHRISTIAN family great•
ly desires to adopt healthy Caucasian infan.t. College educated
parents, sound employment ,
warm home e·nvironment. Con•
tact intermediary c/o P.O. Box
5156. Attorney will contact you.

COUPON

SHOWIE'S ·
414 1st

HAPPY HOUR
DAILY 4 to 6
$2 pitchers 75c pints

THURSDAY

*************
Tacos 5/$1

Dance to
"Contention"

9 to I
NO COVER
1 51
2 pitchers 1 1" pints

*************'
FRIDAY
:************•
i Spaghetti Feed
s2so
5 to 9
All You Can Eat

I

I

:*************
Kegs to go 235-8294
I

